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The Geometry
of District Energy
David W. Wade. P. E., President, RDA Engineering, lnc

Editor's Note: "Members Speak Out"
runs in each issue of D strict Energy

magazine. lts purpose is for a member

to briefly share his/her district energy

experiences and opinions - and obtain

feedback from fellow members. Please

email comments to David Wade at
dww@rdaeng.com.

his month I am going to ask you to

step back and look at the process

of developing a district energy

system, or for that matter any alternative

energy technology. Early in my career, I

participated in numerous d str ct energy

development studies a med at feas bi ty
of citywide district energy systerns

discovered that decisions to mp emeni a

project depended on convincing peop e

to invest money now with the promise

of reducing costs later. The process

today is just like it was thirty years ago.

We found that all of our projects could

ultimately be represented by a graph

like the one presented as Figure 1 , This

graph depicts a consumer energy cost

using conventional technology, line

AE, with a cost line representing the

alternative technology, line BF, in our

case distrrct energy. Of course, the Y axis

is the cost of energy services and the X

axis is time looking forward. The current

time is point A.

There are some other interesting

points on this graph to note. Points
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B and D correspond to the time when the

project s implemented and begins producing

usefui energy. This can be from one to several

years in the future. Point C is the time in the

future that is a break-even point. At that time

the alternative technology costs the same as

conventional systems. lt's important that this

point is not too far in the future. Points E and

F occur when the alternative is mature and

illustrate the ongoing savings of the alternative

compared to the cost if you stayed with

conventional technology. The trick in solving

this geometric puzzle is how to overcome the

near-term cost associated with triangle BCD in

order to achieve the benefits in the triangle CEF

It is most important to focus on the area

to the left of break point C. That is because

n ost projects never make it to that point since

cec s on makers at point A cannot convince

:re-se'.'es :c soenc the money to mplement

I'.e D': e:: -':. a'= at'a O .-dI oy tre tire the

project gets built, point B will be much

higher cost than anticipated and that
events will cause point D to be lower

than anticipated. Decision makers at

point A have many reasons that prevent

them from attempting to get to point

D. These include fear of changes in the

economy, uncertain fuel prices, imagined

technologies that can be implemented

to reduce conventional costs, a lack of
capital to implement the project, and the

fear that the timeframe between point D

and C will be too long to be reflected in

near-term stock prices and profits.

As proponents of district energy,

we need to find ways to deal with this

complex geometry. Every alternative

energy proposal faces a similar challenge.

Some schemes that have been tried

nclude subsidies that reduce the volume

of the extra cost triangle. Another

technique is to shift extra costs into the

future, thus changing the slope of the

line BC so it is closer to DC. Of course,

there are those of us who truly believe

in district energy and recognize that the

additional cost now will be justrfred by

the future benefits. e

board and is a past chair of ASHRAE's

national technical committees dealing with

building steam and hot water systems and

district heating and cooling. Wade may be

reached at dww@rdaeng.com.
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